CONVERSION ADAPTER KIT FOR AOU36RLXFZ
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION SHEET

English
(PART NO: 9380501008)

For authorized service personnel only.

Please Read Before Starting

- This manual is designed for service personnel.
- Please be sure to read this manual before starting installation.
- When installing the air conditioning system, refer to this manual.

1. CONNECTABLE INDOOR UNIT CAPACITY TYPE

- List the conversion adapter kit for the specified capacity type.

2. LIMITED REFRIGERANT PIPES LENGTH

- List the maximum length for the refrigerant pipes for each capacity type.

3. ADDITIONAL CHARGE AMOUNT

- List the additional charge amount for each capacity type.

4. SELECTABLE PIPE SIZE AND CONVERSION PORT SIZE WITH ADAPTER

- List the selectable pipe size and conversion port size for each adapter.

5. HEAT INSULATION AROUND CONNECTION PIPES REQUIREMENTS

- List the requirements for heat insulation around the connection pipes.

6. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

- List the steps for installing the air conditioning system.

7. SYSTEM LAYOUT

- Illustrate the layout for the indoor and outdoor units.

Please pay attention to all the notes, warnings, and precautions given in this manual.